The presence of marginal marks on voting ballots is a known problem in voting systems and has been a source of dispute during federal and state-level elections. As of today, marginal marks are neither clearly countable as votes or as non-votes by optical mark scanners. We aim to establish quantitative measurements of marginal marks in order to provide an objective classification of ballot-mark types and ultimately improve algorithms in optical scanners. By utilizing 800 publicly available manually-marked ballot image scans from the 2009 Humboldt County, California election, we established a set of unique image features that distinguish between votes, non-votes, and five marginal mark types (check-mark, cross, partially filled, overfilled, lightly filled). The image features are related to semantic labels through both unsupervised and supervised machine-learning methods. We demonstrate the feasibility of developing an automated and quantifiable set of custom features to improve marginal mark accuracy by 4 to 8 percent, depending on classification model.
INTRODUCTION
The use of optical scan paper ballot systems has been on the rise and they are among the most widely used electronic voting equipment in the United States [1] . In 2012, 56 % of voters used a paper ballot with an optical scan machine during the presidential election [2] . Optical scan paper ballots provide a voter-verifiable paper audit trail. Optical mark scanners have improved in cost and reliability during recent years and brought about the resurgence of paper ballot voting within the United States [3] . Mark-sense ballots contain predefined voting targets, typically in an oval or broken arrow format, intended for a voter's mark. To process mark-sense ballots, the voting system uses image processing techniques to detect votes. For example, after a vote is placed on a marksense ballot, commercial optical mark scanners count the number of dark pixels in a voting target to determine whether a vote was or was not placed by the user [4] . Regardless of whether the markdetection algorithms rely on darkened pixel counts or edge detection, there is still an open problem of detecting non-typical voting marks through image analysis.
Voter-generated ballot markings often vary from the ideal mark that users are instructed to produce. In the universe of all possible marks, marks can be categorized into either reliably detected, or marginal marks [4] . In the context of mark-sense ballots, reliably ignored marks are extraneous, never count as votes, and include empty voting targets and hesitation marks. Reliably detectable marks are always counted as votes and include mostly filled voting targets and check marks, although scanners do exhibit variation in their ability to detect such marks [4] . Finally, marginal marks may or may not be detected by the mark scanner and include small lines, atypical ink or marker, and marks outside but near the voting target ( Figure 1 ).
The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) Draft Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) 1.1 defines marginal marks as "neither clearly countable as a vote nor clearly countable as a nonvote" [5] .
Since marginal marks are not clearly distinguishable by optical mark scanners, there is potential for such marks to be inconsistently counted through multiple runs within a scanner or across multiple scanners. The inconsistency can be attributed to the physical properties of the sensor where no two sensors are identical and the behavior can further be affected by the environmental conditions. Thus, there is a need to develop systematic quantitative measurements and models of marginal marks that can be used by all optical mark scanners for classification, testing and calibration in an effort to enable consistent and transparent counts of votes. Furthermore, the quantitative features and models can also be used to provide a systematic, unbiased and transparent means of auditing optical scan ballot machines by doing an independent count and extracting problematic ballots that may cause discrepancies in the vote count. Automated extraction of quantitative features and well-characterized models also contributes to the ability to address the EAC Draft VVSG 1.1 requirements, including the need for ensuring repeatability and a voting system that does not introduce bias [5] [6] . One of the basic tenets of the U.S. election system is ensuring that every vote is counted. The existence of marginal marks presents a challenge to this tenet, as marginal marks can often be miscounted or ignored. Determining the type of marginal mark and whether it is a vote or non-vote requires both the judgment of human assessors and the reproducible, unbiased classification by optical mark scanners. Contested elections, such as the 2008 U.S. Senate race in Minnesota and 2008 New Hampshire Democratic Primary, highlight the disagreement between the machine and human interpretations of a ballot mark and the potential for a miscount of votes [7] . In today's digital era, machine interpretation is understood as an automated classification algorithm operating on quantitative measurements of ballot marks. Therefore, there is a need to relate automated classification and human interpretation of ballot marks. Previous work regarding this need has focused on creating efficient user-guided ballot image verification systems [8] and on analysis of write-in votes on ballots [9] . These approaches have expanded the application of image processing techniques to the ballot mark variability problem. However, little research exists on determining the subcategories of marginal mark types and the potential inconsistency in interpretation by both machines/algorithms and humans.
Problem Statement
Based on the existing literature and previous research, systematic categorization of marks that fall outside of the ideal vote and non-vote categories (e.g., marginal marks) is an open issue. To address this issue, the following overarching research question was posed: How can marginal mark types be automatically classified into human-understandable categories?
The need to answer the research question is based on various state codes when it comes to whether a mark is recognized as a vote or no-vote. Some state codes require both prescribed and acceptable marks to be counted [10] . Examples of acceptable marks include, but are not limited to, checks and crosses if the marks are within a defined target [11] .
The overarching research question can futher divided into three sub-problems: (1) What mark-image features are necessary for classifying marginal mark types? (2) How do we establish ground-truth for human-understandable mark categories? (3) What classification model is the most accurate for marginal mark-type classification? Note that we do not make any assumptions about voter intent nor do we attempt to determine if vote marks should count as a vote or non-vote. The approach is to provide quantitative characterization of mark types to enable manufacturers and states to have an unbiased and repeatable means of specifying acceptable mark types.
Given a set of ballot images, the goal was to demonstrate the feasibility of defining quantitative measurements of ballot mark images and relate them to human assessments of representative mark types (e.g. check, cross, partially filled, lightly filled, overfilled). This was accomplished by linking the algorithmic model interpretation of vote marks with human interpretation (which we assume to be the ground truth) in order to assure the consistency of automated marginal mark classification. The resulting set of quantitative features and models serves as a means to mathematically define marginal marks and common mark types. The characterization enables a means to benchmark optical scanner image processing algorithms to ensure transparency and consistency in mark interpretation.
BALLOT IMAGE DATASET
Our input data set was taken from the Humboldt County, California May 2009 election [12] . The total dataset contains 7.4 GB of 26 000 publicly available voting ballot image scans in JPEG format. Each 1265 pixel by 1648 pixel scanned ballot image has a resolution of 72 dpi. However, for the purposes of demonstrating feasibility, we utilized the first 800 ballot images in the dataset for initial training and testing our classification algorithms. Another 800, for a total of 1600 ballot images, were processed as a future test set. A subset of available images were chosen to focus on the design of an automated mark classification pipeline and minimize the computationally intensive image processing time
Our algorithms take advantage of several unique features present on the ballots from our dataset ( Figure 2) . Each ballot has an ideal vote mark printed at the top of the ballot and has borderline tick-marks originally used for the optical mark scanner calibration printed along the left side. We note that if other ballots are being used, then this portion of the process will need to be modified according to the new ballot features. We also created a set of human-understandable mark categories which represent and distinguish mark type patterns within the data set. In our case, these mark categories consist of empty, filled, lightly filled, partially filled, overfilled, cross, and check marks. Finally, we make no assumptions about the voter's intent when marking the ballot. 
AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF BALLOT-MARK TYPES
In order to address the three main questions listed in Section 1.1, we developed a processing pipeline for automating classification of ballot-mark types (see Figure 3) :
) Image Preprocessing and Ideal Vote and Ideal Non-Vote Extraction
Registration of ballot image scans to common coordinates, generation of ideal vote and non-vote ground truth, and extraction of mark region of interest.
(2) Unsupervised Learning
Computation of each extracted mark's correlation to ideal vote and ideal non-vote, establishment of threshold for marginal mark detection.
(3) Crowdsourcing: Human Marginal Marks Assessment
Design, implement and use of web-based application for semantic label collection from human assessors, filtering of marks that are considered filled by the majority of assessors, where "majority" is defined in section 3.
(4) Supervised Learning
Supervised learning is a machine learning technique using a set of measured features and training data, which has an associated ground truth, to train a classification model based on a learning algorithm. The mark type defined by the majority of the human assessors serves as the ground truth in this study. The training set is a set of marginal marks with established ground truth. Each mark underwent automated extraction of 33 off-the-shelf image features, 22 baseline image features, and 9 custom features, and comparison of decision and non-decision tree classification models for each feature set. 
Image Preprocessing and Ideal Vote and Ideal Non-Vote Extraction
The preprocessing of ballot images involved registering the ballots to a common coordinate system and generating ground truth images for vote and non-vote marks.
Image Registration with Template Ballot
Each ballot image scan in our dataset is not guaranteed to be perfectly aligned and may exhibit a varying degree of rotation or translation. These variations affect both the accuracy of our ballot mark extraction and the consistency of our image metrics. Thus, we register each ballot scan image to an ideal ballot template present within the dataset. The template ballot is chosen through visual inspection and, in the case of the 800 image training ballot set, was the first ballot present in the set.
To perform the registration, we utilized the open-source Fiji 1 application's rigid registration with a similarity feature extraction model. One problematic image (e.g., partially scanned) in the data set degraded the registration of all the subsequent ballot images. To remedy this, we performed a quick visual scan of the input dataset and removed any empty or partially scanned images (about 3 images from 1600 images comprising training and testing data). It is important to note the need for a robust registration process that can detect or gracefully handle problematic images in a manner that preserves accurate registration of all valid images in the data set.
Ideal Vote and Ideal Non-Vote Extraction
In order to measure the deviation of an extracted mark from an ideal mark, we needed to generate ground truth markings for comparison. Theoretically, the only established ground truth for a voting mark is an ideal vote and an ideal non-vote. We considered either creating simulations of an ideal vote marking and an ideal non-vote marking, or computing the measured average of the printed ideal vote and ideal non-vote. We opted to compute the printed average in order to capture the printing and scanning variation from one ballot image to the next. To generate the ideal vote ground truth, we relied on the assumption that each ballot image had the ideal vote printed at the top of the ballot. For each ballot scan within our dataset, we extracted the ideal vote based on its consistent location at the top of the image. In order to create the composite of all ideal vote marks, we computed the average of each pixel across all the ideal vote mark sub regions. Then, to eliminate extraneous text and noise, we performed a color threshold on the composite ideal vote image and resulted in our final baseline ideal vote (see Figure 4) .
Figure 4. Ideal Vote Extraction and Generation
A similar process was employed for the generation of the baseline ideal non-vote. However, in order to extract each of the non-vote marks within a ballot, first all the mark regions of interest were extracted. Since non-vote marks have a higher occurrence of white pixels than black pixels compared to vote marks, extracted marks that fell within a threshold of color distribution were considered to be empty and visually inspected for any anomalies.
Ballot Mark Region Detection and Mark Extraction
We defined a mark region of interest as a 380 pixel by 30 pixel region which captures as much of the user's mark in and around the mark target as possible based on our visual inspections of ballots with external marks from the ellipse. This was the maximum size that the region of interest (ROI) could be without encroaching on a neighboring mark's region. The ROI is considered the mark region. In order to extract each of the marks, we analyzed the border tick-marks around the left edge of the ballot image scans as guides to the locations of our ROI's. A lookup table of the desired tickmark locations enabled us to crop consistent mark regions and save each extracted mark into a separate dataset for further study.
Unsupervised Learning to Detect Marginal Marks
In order to separate marginal marks from those that are reliably detectable (vote) or reliably ignored (non-vote), we used a combination of normalized cross-correlation and clustering analysis. Each mark that was extracted from the ballot image dataset was correlated to the ideal vote and ideal nonvote images generated during the preprocessing step. We chose normalized cross-correlation as a similarity metric due to its robustness to varying lighting and exposure conditions [13] . The formula for computing normalized cross correlation is shown in Eq. (1).
Where f is a mark image and t is an ideal vote or an ideal non-vote image, and are the average pixel intensity and standard deviation respectively of f, and are the average pixel intensity and standard deviation, respectively of t. The abbreviation numPixels refers to the total number of pixels within an image and x and y represent the row and column locations of a pixel within an image.
The results of computing the correlation for each mark image with respect to the ideal vote and ideal non-vote images are summarized in Figure 5 . As expected, two predominant clusters formed, dividing the empty marks from those that were filled. The similarity metric used appears to be sensitive to variations in the appearance of target labels, registration marks, as well as rotation and translation of the ROI as demonstrated by the generally low correlation coefficient to non-votes. The cluster generated from the filled marks also exhibited greater overall spread than the empty marks. Upon closer inspection, the correlation values of marks that fell in between the two clusters represented many of the marginal mark cases (such as lightly filled marks, checks, or strikethroughs). Thus, empirical threshold values were used to delineate the marginal marks from the vote and non-vote marks in Figure 5 These threshold values were designed to be lenient in order to keep as many atypical marks as possible. This analysis resulted in 461 marginal marks, 4984 non-votes, and 4431 votes. The marginal marks constituted about 4.9 % of total ballot marks. Only the 461 marginal marks continued to the Web-based human assessment portion of our pipeline. While improvements can be made in the similarity metric to be invariant to rotation, translation and standard ballot markings, the results from the normalized cross-correlation resulted in the ability to use quantitative thresholds to extract marginal marks from the reliably detectable votes and non-votes. 
Web-based Human Assessment of Marginal Mark Types
In order to provide a crowdsourcing infrastructure to gather semantic labels, or descriptions of mark categories, for each of the 461 marginal marks, we designed a web-based assessment to collect human interpretation of marginal mark types. The website was constructed using HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and JavaScript. All of the user-provided information about marginal mark types was stored in a MySQL database. The EAC's definition of a marginal mark and was provided with the following instructions:  You will be given a mark extracted from a ballot.  Classify the mark as Marginal or Not Marginal  Classify the type of the mark based on the given types, or click Other and submit your own type.
 You may stop at any time and return to the same mark where you left off.
After reading the instructions, the assessor was presented with a single mark image and seven mark types to choose from (see Figure 6 ). Each semantic label (check, cross, partially, lightly, overfilled, filled, empty) was accompanied with a synthetically created visual representation of the mark type to reduce interpretation variation between assessors. By gathering human classification of the 461 marks, we were able to generate a ground-truth mark type for each extracted mark based on a majority vote. However, consensus on each extracted mark's type was not always unanimous, so we performed vote-based filtering on three criteria:
1. "Tie" marks are marks with two or more types receiving the same amount of votes. 2. "Fusion" marks are marks with < 87.5 % agreement on a mark type. For establishing ground truth, ideally we would have 100 % consensus. However, given the limited number of samples for certain mark types the 87.5 % threshold was chosen to ensure sufficient data was available for each mark type. Eight of the ten assessors completed all 461 marks for the ground truth assessment. Therefore the threshold means only one assessor did not agree. 3. "Filled" marks are where the majority voted for filled.
"Tie", "Fusion", and "Filled" marks were removed from the training dataset because either the human assessors could not reach a consensus about the mark type, or the marks were considered filled and therefore did not comply with the definition of marginal mark (see Table 1 ). After post-filtering 461 mark images we obtained 168 images with ground truth labels.
Figure 6. Web interface for human-assessment mark type data collection
One final analysis was performed on the human-generated mark types to relate semantic categories of mark types and classes of marginality according to human assessors. Table 1 summarizes the relationship. According to Table 1 , there were 168 marks labeled as marginal and falling into one of the five semantic categories (cross, check, partially, lightly, and overfilled). Table 1 . Relationship between semantic categories of mark types (columns) and classes of marginality (rows)
Supervised Learning to Relate Image Features with Marginal Mark Types
Using the mark-type labels collected from the 10 human assessors, we were able to create a labeled training dataset. In addition, we needed to relate the mark-types chosen by humans with mark image features in order to develop a mark-type prediction function. Three image feature sets were evaluated for the automated classification of marginal mark types. The first set was the offthe-shelf Fiji application's 33 image features (e.g., area of the ROI, standard deviation of pixel intensity). The images were binarized using the Fiji application's automatic threshold function. The 33 built-in features were each extracted from binarized mark images. We designed our second image feature set to capture 22 baseline patterns such as average intensity inside mark target ellipse, correlation to ideal vote, and number of black pixels in each quadrant of the ROI. The objective of our design was to better characterize each mark type by incorporating a priori known salient attributes of the ballot and each mark type. Finally, the third group of 9 custom image features was specifically designed to focus on distinguishing one mark type from the rest as described in Table 2 . The second line's start coordinate: (0, ¼ height of bounding box) and end coordinate: (¾ width of bounding box, height). -A similar process was used for right-left diagonals. Checks and crosses have distinct regions of darker pixels, which can be captured by the diagonal, horizontal and vertical regions. Checks tend to have one diagonal with more dark pixels, while crosses have both diagonals. Crosses have a distinct mark in the horizontal region of the mark bounding box if the region captures the intersection of the diagonals in the cross.
Lightly Filled
Lightly filled marks have a low standard deviation of pixel intensities inside the ellipse because these marks fill the entire mark target evenly. Other marks like checks and crosses have a high contrast of high and low pixel intensities that don't fill the entire mark target. Overfilled = = = Overfilled marks, on average, have more dark pixels inside and outside the ellipse compared to other marginal marks.
Visual examples of each of the nine customized mark features show how the custom features capture the salient characteristics of each mark type (see Figure 7) . The objective of designing customized features is to improve characterization of a particular mark type by minimizing intra-class separation. The second objective is to improve discrimination by maximizing inter-class separation. The parallel coordinates chart (see Figure 8 ) is used to visualize the capability of the nine custom features in discerning the mark types. Each of the five mark types corresponds to a unique color along with the feature vector values for each mark image. Figure 8 demonstrates the expected separation between mark types at each feature.
. In addition to qualitative inspection using parallel coordinates charts, these nine custom features were evaluated by analyzing their performance on synthetic mark images with known mark types. Synthentic test samples were generated with the intention to supplement the analysis with more training and test data to provide more rigorous experimental validation of the nine custom features. We generated synthetic marks with variations in location (with respect to mark target), line width, average pixel intensity, and vertical stretch (see Figure 9) . Synthetic cross marks and check marks had variations in location offset from mark target center (cross: ℎ ⋅ ℎ ℎ = (6 + 2 )(4 + ), 0 ≤ ≤ 10, ∆ = 2). All variations are in pixels. Note that the synthetic models are based on our observations since there is no standard definition of marginal mark types. Figure 9 . Sample synthetic mark images for checks, crosses, lightly filled, overfilled, and partially filled Given the various synthetic marks and the training mark data, we compared parallel coordinate charts for the four features used to distinguish checks and crosses from partially, overfilled, and lightly filled marks as shown in Figure 10 . We observed similar trends amongst the features with both the synthetic and training data in Figure 10 left. However, we note that the synthetic marks did not capture the amount of variation present in the training data. This can be seen in Figure 10 right through the cross data (red cluster) in terms of its location and spread. Thus, evaluation based on synthetic data requires a wider range of parameters in order to properly capture the variation of the marginal marks extracted from real ballots. For example, in actual marginal marks, check marks and crosses may also vary by intensity, size and even shape. Further visual analysis and experimentation in generating the synthetic marks is needed to define the variables for actual marginal marks. 
Classification Accuracy Evaluation
In order to assess the mark-type classification accuracy based on our three features sets, the three feature value sets were imported into the WEKA 1 machine learning software [14] for analysis. We evaluated the J48 Tree Classifier, Simple Logistic Regression Model, Logistic Regression Model, and Multilayer Perceptron over all 7 combinations of the three sets of features as shown in Table  2 . While decision trees have the advantage of establishing clear rules, it is limited by its ability to handle more ambiguous cases. Non-decision tree models such as Simple Logistic, Logistic, and Multilayer Perceptron provide a probabilistic model, meaning they provide a probability that a certain mark belongs to a specific category. For fusion cases, the probabilities may be more evenly distributed between two mark types.
Each classifier used 10-fold cross validation and was executed on the feature value file for each of the three sets of features (33 Fiji features, 22 baseline features, and 9 custom features) and for subsequent combinations of features. Table 3 summarizes the 10-fold cross validation learning algorithm evaluations for the 168 labeled marginal mark images and their accompanying image feature sets. Based on Table 3 , the best combination of feature sets is with 9 custom or 9 custom plus 22 baseline features. Simple Logistic and Multilayer Perceptron achieved the highest classification with our custom feature set.
Although Simple Logistic and Multiple Perceptron models achieved the highest classification accuracy with 9 custom features, we also selected the J48 Tree Classifier for modeling. The J48 Tree Classifier is WEKA's version of C4.5 decision tree algorithm, where attribute splits are determined based on information entropy [15] . The ability to create clear rules in classifying discrete classes is one of the main advantages of decision trees. We note that the J48 Tree Classifier achieves the highest classification accuracy of 90.4762 % when using the feature set with 9 custom + 22 baseline features. However, we anticipated poorer performance of the J48 Tree Classifier as compared to the non-decision tree classifiers due to its inability to properly handle more ambiguous marks with feature values that fall in a continuum between two mark types. Although more complex to interpret, we expected the non-decision tree models to better account for fusion mark types. Table 4 shows the coefficients for each feature, which can be interpreted as the weight of the feature. Simple logistic regression not only provides a probability model for each marginal mark type, it also enables us to see the significance of each feature with respect to a specific marginal mark type. Multinomial logistic regression [17] generalizes the simple logistic regression to address the multiclass problem. Similar to simple logistic regression, the coefficients are determined iteratively by minimizing the cost function. The optimization is based on maximum loglikelihood, which is prone to overfitting the training set. The problem is exacerbated when there are large number of features and a relatively small training set. Table 3 shows how the logistic regression had reduced classification accuracy, most likely due to overfitting of the training set.
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a type of neural network model which can be applied to noisy data to extract statistically significant patterns. The accuracy of the MLP is among the highest, but with only a difference of 0.6 % from simple logistic regression. To ensure ease of model interpretability, the probabilistic models derived from the simple logistic regression appear sufficient.
DISCUSSION
The marginal mark classification should be compared to the state of the art methods that use primarily pixel intensity features and other proprietary features. Since these methods are proprietary, we could not quantify the improvement of our custom features compared to existing mark detection algorithms deployed in optical mark scanners used for voting.
By applying 4 statistical classifier models (both tree and non-decision tree models) to the extracted marginal marks, we were able to classify mark types with accuracy greater than 90% and demonstrated improvement in mark-type classification using our custom feature set when compared to off-the-shelf features between 4.1 % and 6.5 %. We achieved the classification improvement by incorporating knowledge of handwritten marginal mark patterns into custom mark image features.
Analyzing the results of the four classifiers, the simple logistic regression models provided the optimal combination of interpretability and accuracy with the custom features. The binary probabilistic classification models are presented for each class type. The models demonstrate the feasibility of defining marginal mark types based on a linear combination of weighted features.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The work presented is intended to demonstrate the feasibility of using custom features for automated classification of marginal marks. Five semantic labels for marginal marks deemed to be representative of given ballots were defined. We designed 9 custom feature extractors for each of the five marginal mark types for both binary and color images. A rigorous experimental validation and uncertainty analysis of the custom features would determine whether the process of mark characterization can be used to serve as a means for developing quantitative thresholds for testing and calibrating optical scan voting equipment. The quantitatively defined parameters enable manufacturers to develop repeatable and unbiased means of testing whether the equipment meets specification as discussed in the draft of VVSG 1.1. The quantitative features can also enable states to establish quantitative specifications in the definition of marginal marks. A systematic processing pipeline with customized features resulting in quantitative probabilistic models for classifying marginal marks has also been demonstrated. This experimental methodology should ultimately be applied onto the entire dataset of ballot images as well as to ballots with different assumptions. For example, ballots might not have the assumed attributes in general due to state-to-state variations of ballot templates. For example, aside from ellipse mark targets, other ballots have broken arrow or square targets, each with a unique set of marginal mark types. Furthermore, ballot level features (such as the consistency and pattern of a user's vote mark across a single ballot) could be analyzed for better understanding of mark type patterns. Future research of additional mark types to those explored in this paper would provide a quantitative characterization to clearly and consistently classify "fusion" cases into a distinct category where human assessors may have difficulty reaching consensus. In terms of the analysis presented in this work, ideally more than 10 human assessors would be desirable to increase the statistical confidence in the ground truth. The method of generation synthetic marks was also designed and implemented to supplement the actual data. From the analysis additional variables need to be introduced to increase the fidelity of the synthetic marginal marks to the types of marginal marks that exist. The ability to generate synthetic marks with high fidelity can further improve testing of optical scanners in handling marginal marks.
The ability to define mark types with quantitative features and classify mark types using a probabilistic model serves as an initial step to enabling the optical scan manufacturers to ensure consistency and transparency in the interpretation of a wide range of manual marks as votes or nonvotes. It is only through quantitative characterization and classification that enables objective definitions and decisions to be made when ambiguity arises in manually marked ballots.
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